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What happened to VapeFusers! TopBond Technology recently unveiled its newest portable device, TopBond Novae! This rugged little portable super discreet and capable of blowing some big clouds! The third release in the TopBond line of portable devices, which also includes Torch and TopBond Odin, Novae comes with a number of
premium features that help it stand out from the other two. You can check out the full video review here: Like the Torch and The One in front of it, TopBond Novae features a tight exterior and sleek silver on the black packing display. This portable vaporizer is super affordable and so easy to operate. The singular button is used to power
the device on and off, as well as alternate between 5 pre-installed Novae temperature settings. It has five temperature parameters ranging from 180 degrees Celsius (356 degrees Fahrenheit) to 220 degrees Celsius (428 degrees Fahrenheit), which means you can get most of your herb mixture. Like the X Max Starry and X Vape FOG,
TopBond Novae is equipped with a black zirconia mouthpiece that helps to extend the steam path by subsequently cooling the steam. This mouthpiece falls apart for easy maintenance, while the included brush can help you get into pesky corners. A clean mouthpiece means better airflow and tastier steam! Check out our expert advice on
keeping your vaporizer here. TopBond technology produced all its portable include a wide ceramic baking camera to even grass evaporation. Novae is no different, and its ceramic-on-zirconia steam path is capable of generating some fantastic tasting visible steam. This thing surprised me by how much it tore! If you're more into
concentrate vaping, stainless steel wax carts are sold separately. Vaping concentrates through a portable veep of grass can generate phenomenal low-temperature smears! Speaking of big hits, TopBond Novae also has an additional plumbing adapter available that is sold separately. This adapter is compatible with 14mm and 18mm
bong stems and is an amazing way to cool the steam and improve your grass vaping experience! If you're someone that's used to smoking grass, vaping through a water pipe is going to make the transition to vaping that much easier. A complete guide to vaping through the water pipe can be found here. What TopBond Novae lacks in
external complexity, it more than amounts to functionality. Like most premium portables these days, Novae comes with a removable, rechargeable battery. These batteries are capable of getting you up to 15 sessions off a single charge, with additional batteries available for purchase at the VapeFuse store. Buying an extra battery gives
you the ability to double the lifespan of your vaporizer, and can be super useful, you are on the move or without access to power. Included in the TopBond Novae:1 x Novae Portable Vaporizer 1 x Packaging Tool 1 x Brush Cleaning x Micro USB Charger 5 x Filter ScreensThis is the perfect vaporizer for those who want to get into vaping,
or those looking for a great little portable to go along with their desktop vape! If you are in the market for a discreet and affordable portable vape that is capable of blowing some huge clouds, watch out for TopBond Novae in the VapeFuse store! Haze Square Pro Portable Vaporizer: VapeFuse First Look Top Bond Novae is no nonsense,
value for money, portable vaporizer. It performs well enough for most people and packages feature usually reserved for premium portable vapes - namely convention vaping and removable battery. Its metal body and good looks belie its low price. How does it stack up? Let's see. Top Bond Novae: Lights show how much charge is left and
the temperature of the Top Bond Novae Performance Ceramic Heating Camera and Glass Mouthpiece keep the taste clean. A powerful battery produces as many clouds as you can expect from a single battery device. Performance does not appear to be an area that affects the low price. I found that if packed too tight the draw was
limited, so don't put in too much grass. Top Bond Novae Value for cash value for money where Novae excels. It's solid - the case will last. It offers convection vaping and a removable battery. It comes with a USB cable, a pair of cleaning products and five screens. Everything you need - except a bag of zers and a meat grinder - is to get
you vaping. The box is good enough to hold for storage. Novae: what's in the box? The top Bond Novae Build metal body Novae is solid. Although the finish is not perfect. The base of my test unit quickly began to scratch only from moving it around to take pictures. There are a few blows to the surface from the pieces of dust that have
come under the paint job. When you open it there are spots around opening in the heating chamber and processing magnets in the mouthpiece don't look as attractive as the more expensive competition. However, none of these cosmetic issues will have an impact on your vaping - if this build quality budget also applies to internal
components. It worked for me during my testing period and if bought in Europe store sale it must legally provide a two year warranty. Given the price, even if it lasts two years and a day, it's not a big loss. Top Bond Novae: Scratches appeared quickly on the base Clear that Top Bond do not try to match the finish of Pax 3, DaVinci I q or
even Linx Gaia. If they did - you wouldn't be looking at a sub-100 portable convection veep. I wouldn't say it seems cheap, but it's definitely not a high end. Top Bond The user friendliness of Novae is easy to use and very functional. - Download To download you remove the magnetic mouthpiece. Some vapes that close so worry to worry
that top will fall when transported - not so with Novae it feels safe on the spot. The entrance around the camera is smooth, allowing you to fall into the grass land and push it into the camera with ease. There is a raised barrier around the boot bay that serves as a scoop to take the ground grass out of your hand. I wish all portable vapes
could be loaded this way. I also appreciated the flat base - it allows you to stand as you load. Top Bond Novae: Remove the mouthpiece to reveal the heating camera - Installing temperature Novae has five set temperatures. Once on, hold the button to loop through the temperature. One light shows the lowest temperature of 175 degrees
Celsius. It rises up gradually 10 degrees Celsius for each light anyway to five lights at 215 degrees Celsius. I like to have a reading - as in Mighty - but I tend to increase the temperature by 10 degrees Celsius at a time, so can live with Novae happily. There is a stealth mode - click twice to turn off the lights and turn them back on twice.
But, without light (and no tactile feedback) you don't know if it hit your temperature, so you need to turn off the stealth to check before you make a draw. You can also press the button twice, thinking you've turned off the device, but it will still stay heating for five minutes until it automatically shuts down. I'm not sure how useful this feature
is. Upper Bond Novae: Three lights indicates a temperature of 195 degrees Celsius - Ease of use As all with a single button device there is a learning curve and reading instructions needed. The device starts to heat up at the previously chosen temperature as soon as you turn it on. There is no tactile feedback, so you need to wait until the
lights to be on firm as the sign of your temperature is fulfilled. For a budget portable vaporizer, all this is perfectly acceptable. Top Bond Novae: Charge via USB - Charging Novae does well in the power department. You take via USB, which is the best solution now. You can change the battery if you want - although the extra must be
bought separately. The lights change color to indicate the remaining charging; Green is full, blue medium and red means that restocking is necessary. Top Bond Novae: A removable battery helps for long-term use away from the Top Bond Novae maintenance and cleaning charger If your battery opts out you are easy to replace and clean
is about as easy as it can get. There is no place to store poker on the device. You get poker and brush in the box though. Who's good for? Novae's selling point is its fantastic value for money. Naturally, that is going to appeal to those who want a decent vepe Budget. Maybe you're looking for an inexpensive veep as a backup. The fact
that you can change the batteries out make it a great choice for someone going off the grid in a few days. Days. The big price performs well convection heating easy to load easy to clean the rugged metal body removable battery Cons minor flaws with the cosmetic finish not tactile feedback is limited to the five set temperatures of the
Cheers specification guys, today my first ever Vape arrived, TopBond Novae 2, and I've already stoked to try it, now charging the variable 18650 battery included. Almost entirely built of (very heavy) metal, only on the sides there are two plastic clutches. They are convenient because the metal can become slippery. Boro mouthpiece (all
the details are interchangeable, everything, even a ceramic bowl!) and full tempo control as well as a smart way. The clever way thing led me to believe it's an off-brand from DaVinci I q, but Smart Path at Novae works differently. You can practically install Session Timers with it. You choose the initial temperature and the end of the
temperature, as well as the time in which it gradually increases the temperature from the chosen low to the highest temperature. Interested in how well it works, I definitely give feedback on this particular feature as I'm not sure whether it's just a gimmick or can make vaping more convenient. I mean, it's a great idea, isn't it? Comes with
standard tools (clean brush, scraping tool, 5 spare screens, USB charging cable, and warranty card (1 year from TopBond iirc, but the store gives an increased warranty!). of which 3 are solid by now after 1 hour) I also ordered a wax pod for hash, but I'm afraid I really don't want to vape this stuff they call hash round here. . . I'm right in my
assumption that vape will allow you to spot impurities much easier when vaping because of the subtle taste everyone told me, will vapes give? I'm going to my first session tonight and I hope not only to help others make the decision for/against Novae 2 but also find some tips here and there. So my first question will be: How do you
execute the first burn (s)? Just set it to maximum temperature and let it do its thing for a few minutes? It doesn't smell like plant-ish ON ALL, and I also dared to take a puff (with nothing in it and machine powered by, of course) and it tastes as simple and simple as nothing else... nothing, totally neutral! No plastic, there is nothing (I think
there is no plastic in this vape, but two grips on the side that do not come into contact with any grass/steam). I am looking for medical effects (pain to survive, seizures) as well as for recreational entertainment. I'm going to start with 165 degrees Celsius and climb my way up to see what the pace gives what the effects are for me and how
far Hybrid (they claim it's a complete convection, but general consens reviewers agree: Hybrid because of the ceramic bowl!) heating really works and how exactly this thing. Keep in mind that this is less than Bucks waep! The fact that all this metal made me baffled... Boro mouthpice? Usually you are stuck with plastic or metal with cheap
veeps! Full tempo control? No, most of the 100 bucks vapes don't have it! The smart way is similar to the icing on the cake...... Assuming it will work well and be practical! So far so good.... I'll put up an update tonight, hopefully I'll be in the veep sky by then. Whenever I have some notes on this stuff I will highlight them to make this rookie
diary not only regarding this particular vape, but also my first steps with vaping ;)Kind believes Pengton Oh, if the review is wrong, sorry and feel free to correct it. Page 2 11 comments comments
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